Unravelling external perturbation effects on the optical phonon response of graphene
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Raman spectroscopy is a powerful and nondestructive probe that demonstrates its efficiency in revealing the physical properties of low-dimensional sp² carbon systems. It gives access to the number of layers, the quality and the nature of defects of all carbon allotropes, but also to the understanding of the influence of perturbations such as strain and/or doping. In this paper, we review the state of the art regarding the effect of external perturbations on the optical phonons of graphene. We describe how doping can tune the unusual electron–phonon coupling in graphene and thus modify not only the resonance conditions but also the phonon intensities thanks to quantum interferences. We also review the impact of strain on optical phonons and how one can disentangle strain and doping thanks to optical phonons. Last, implementations of this field to strain engineering or to graphene-based mechanical resonators will be presented. Copyright © 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

Graphene is the first isolated 2D material; it has been extensively and efficiently studied by Raman spectroscopy, which turned out to be a powerful tool to unravel the graphene atomic structure and electronic properties. Its nondestructive character in addition to its high spectral resolution and the possibility of spatial imaging makes it reliable to extract the number of layers and the crystalline quality but also the doping level and the strain field. Despite the small number of Raman active modes in graphene, the interpretation of their wavenumbers, widths and intensities provides reliable information on graphene properties. The purpose of this review is to provide the background to understand how graphene optical phonons are modified under external perturbation like doping, strain or interaction with the substrate. In the first section, we will focus on the electron–phonon coupling effect in graphene and how tuning this coupling (by either doping or grafting) modifies the Raman spectra. Therefore, one can use this Raman fingerprint to extract the doping level and/or the strength of electron–phonon coupling in graphene. The second section will be dedicated to the effect of uniaxial and biaxial strain on graphene optical phonons. Finally, we will discuss how recent works allow us to disentangle strain and doping in the same graphene sample and how it could be extended to image strain field at a microscopic scale.

Effect of electron–phonon and/or exciton–phonon on the Raman response of graphene

Low-dimensional sp² carbon systems show a strong coupling between their electronic and their vibrational properties. The existence of a strong electron–phonon coupling in graphene is responsible for many of its most interesting physical properties, for example, the possibility to tune its vibrational and electronic properties by an external electrostatic gate. Thus, the Raman spectra of such systems have to be analyzed by taking into account the electronic properties of the probed system. The electron–phonon coupling is also a fundamental issue to understand the electronic transport in such a system.

First of all, this part will briefly describe the Raman active mod- 

esin graphene that will be examined in detail thereafter. Because graphene has two atoms per unit cell, six normal modes (two being doubly degenerate) at the center of the Brillouin zone are possible: \( A_{2u}, B_{2g}, E_{1u}, E_{2g} \). There is only one degenerate in-plane optical mode, \( E_{2g} \), and one out-of-plane optical mode \( B_{2g} \). The \( E_{2g} \) phonons are Raman active, whereas the \( B_{2g} \) phonon is neither Raman nor infrared active. The Raman spectrum of monolayer graphene consists of different bands, which can be interpreted by inspecting the optical phonon dispersion (Fig. 1). The high wavenumber peak named G peak corresponds to the \( E_{2g} \) phonon at 1580 cm⁻¹. The D peak is due to the breathing modes of the six-atom rings (Fig. 1) and requires a defect for its activation. It comes from transverse optical (TO) phonons at the K points of the Brillouin zone. The D mode is active in a double-resonance process and is strongly dispersive with excitation energy, owing to a singularity at the K point. Double resonance can also happen as an intra-valley process, that is, connecting two points belonging to the same cone around K (or K’). This gives rise to the so-called D’ peak. The 2D peak is the D peak overtone, and the...
External perturbation effects on graphene optical phonons

In this section, we will discuss electron–phonon coupling in graphene and recent advances in its understanding. Graphene is a π-conjugated one-atom-thick 2D membrane. As a consequence, its electronic structure is highly sensitive to its environment, which allows external charges (from absorbed molecules or under application of an external field) to be easily transferred to it. This sensitivity to charges enables to tune the electronic properties, in field effect transistors with dielectric [7] or ionic [7,20,21] gating, or with the help of intercalation [14] and for instance to control proximity-induced superconductivity [8]. Charge carrier densities of the order of few $10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$ are reached with solid back-gates [11], while higher values are accessible with ionic gating. Moreover, the variation of the charge density in graphene strongly influences its optical phonons owing to the strong electron–phonon coupling [7,9–19]. By tuning charge transfer in such an sp$^2$ carbon system, we can modulate this coupling and obtain a full picture of its origin and mechanism.

Effect of doping on first-order Raman mode

In graphene and also in nanotubes (Fig. 2), the shift of the Fermi level induces an unusual phonon stiffening of the G phonon and also a narrowing of its width, which indicates a modification of its lifetime. These phenomena are related to the presence of singularities at the Γ point and at K and K’ (referred to as Kohn anomalies in the literature), which results in a strong electron–phonon coupling as discussed in several works [16,22,23,25,26]. Thus, the strong electron–phonon coupling affects significantly the dependency of the phonon wavenumber with charge transfer. This dependency can be used to determine precisely the position of the Dirac point in the case of the anomaly at the K point. Although somehow imprecise, the use of the term Kohn anomaly to refer to these phonon anomalies is widely spread in the literature. Regarding the G phonon intensity dependency with the Fermi level, the role of the different available quantum pathways is crucial and will be discussed later [27–29]. Finally, recently, a Fano resonance was observed on monolayer graphene at the charge neutrality point, and its dependency with the Fermi level was discussed by Hasdeo et al. [29,31].

More precisely, it has been observed that a shift in the Fermi level induces a hardening of the G mode for graphene and the corresponding LO (G$^-$) mode for nanotubes (Fig. 2). In the classical picture of the effect of charge transfer on optical phonons, we rather expect a softening of the mode if the graphene turns...
n-doped because it softens the force constant of the oscillator, whereas in the p-doped case, we expect the opposite behavior. In the case of graphene or nanotubes, whatever the doping (n-type or p-type), we always observe a hardening of the G mode. Moreover, the mode width takes its maximum value at the Dirac point and decreases for both doping types. These observations were finally explained thanks to a model developed by Cudal et al.\textsuperscript{[16]} for single-walled carbon nanotubes and by Ando et al.\textsuperscript{[32]} and Pisana et al.\textsuperscript{[19]} for graphene. The dynamic matrix presents an electron–phonon coupling term that involves (1) an interband interaction (electronic transition between valence and conduction bands) and (2) an intraband interaction (an electronic transition within the same band). For a low amount of doping ($\Delta E_F < $ highest band), the interband electronic transitions dominate (this transition is represented with a cartoon in Fig. 2). By tuning the Fermi level close to the Dirac point, we pass from a regime of allowed transition to a regime where the transition is forbidden; energy conservation allows this change to occur when the Fermi level is shifted by an amount equal to half of the energy of the involved phonon: $\Delta E_F = E_{ph}/2 \sim 100$ meV. The transition probability vanishes only when $\Delta E_F = E_{ph}/2$ at $T = 0$ K. At finite temperature, the probability falls as does the density of available electronic states. The phonon spectrum has a singularity in the dispersion of the G mode at $q = 0$. This singularity is also observed for the modes (D and 2D) at $q = K$. Here we must emphasize that to properly describe these singularities (called Kohn anomalies), it is mandatory to consider the dynamics of the ions with respect to electrons. In fact, the Born–Oppenheimer approximation is no more valid at these Kohn anomalies. Thus, we must describe the energy variation $\Delta v_G$ of the G phonon at $q = 0$ as a function of the displacement $u$, associated with this mode and the variation of the Fermi level $\Delta E_F(u)$, which depends on the positions of the ions because we are out of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation:

$$
\Delta v_G = \frac{1}{2 m v_G^2} \frac{d^2 \Delta E_F(u)}{d u^2} \tag{1}
$$

An important consequence of this result is that during the atomic movement corresponding to the G mode, the disturbance of the electronic structure associated with this movement does not relax fast enough.\textsuperscript{[19]} Regarding the G linewidth, we observe a decrease of the full width at half maximum and then a saturation.\textsuperscript{[11,33]} This saturation occurs when the doping causes a shift of the Fermi level by a value equal or superior to the incoming photon energy. Actually, because of the Pauli principle, the phonon decay channel into electron–hole pairs is blocked. This means that the phonon lifetime increases when the Fermi level moves away from the Dirac point.

### The case of second-order Raman modes

Regarding the 2D mode, the situation is controversial. The early work of Das et al.\textsuperscript{[11]} reports a nonlinear wavenumber dependency of the 2D mode with the gate voltage roughly explained by their density functional theory calculations. However, recent works\textsuperscript{[33–35]} show that the 2D line wavenumber and width behave the opposite way compared to the first-order G phonon (Fig. 3). The theoretical work of Hasdeo et al.\textsuperscript{[29,31]} tries to solve this debate. In this work, the authors show that there is a competition between the intraband and interband excitations leading to a phonon renormalization dominated by the intraband electron–hole excitation over the Kohn anomaly effect. Thus, they conclude that the 2D mode behaves in the opposite way compared to the G mode regarding its wavenumber and linewidth.

However, the experimental work carried out by Liu et al.\textsuperscript{[40]} on graphene on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN); whereas previous works\textsuperscript{[11,34,35]} were all focused on graphene on SiO$_2$ shows that the 2D mode wavenumber behaves similar to the G mode wavenumber, whereas its linewidth behaves in an opposite way. This discrepancy between graphene on SiO$_2$ and graphene on h-BN regarding the 2D wavenumber dependency with gate voltage allows them to conclude that the 2D mode dependency with the Fermi level points to electron–electron interactions that were not taken into account by Hasdeo et al.\textsuperscript{[29,31]} even if it was earlier mentioned by Basko et al. as a possibility.\textsuperscript{[27]}

Another important point is the variation of the phonon intensities with the Fermi level. In fact, all the works\textsuperscript{[11,34–36]} show that first-order and second-order phonon modes exhibit different Raman intensity dependencies with the Fermi level. Moreover, inside the second-order family, the 2D mode does not behave as the other phonons. In an early work, Das et al.\textsuperscript{[11]} showed a strong dependency of the intensity ratio $I_{2D}/I_0$ with gate voltage.

Figure 2. G mode dependency with electrostatic doping. (a) G mode wavenumber as a function of the Fermi level ($\Delta E_F = 0$ correspond to the Dirac point) for graphene and metallic nanotubes [longitudinal optical (LO) phonon]. (b) Zoom for the graphene at a low doping level. All the different data are derived from references (order of appearance in the legend)\textsuperscript{[7,9,10,12,13,17–19]}.
This dependency (for $E_F < 0.5$ eV) has been explained later on by Basko et al.\cite{27} as due to electron–electron interactions that play an important role on the 2D mode intensity, whereas the G mode intensity for $E_F < 1$ eV is almost constant with doping.\cite{27} The work of Chen et al.\cite{28} shows that the G band intensity can be strongly enhanced depending on the Fermi level. In fact, they show that some of the G mode Raman pathways can be blocked by tuning the Fermi level. In that specific case, the G phonon Raman intensity increases dramatically. This increase is the expression of quantum interferences between the different Raman scattering pathways. This mechanism has been recently calculated by Hasdeo et al.\cite{29} and by Reichardt et al.\cite{37} showing that the opposite phases between the incident resonance and the scattered resonance yield destructive interferences that are suppressed when the Fermi energy is close to half the laser energy. In fact, at this condition, as mentioned by Chen et al., the scattered resonance cannot occur in agreement with the Pauli exclusion principle, thus, the G mode intensity increases.\cite{28}

Regarding the 2D mode intensity, the same work shows that a monotonic decrease occurs as the resonant Raman pathways become blocked. Hasdeo et al. show that the 2D mode does not show such destructive interference owing to the real character of the two electron–phonon matrix elements only in this specific case, whereas all other two-phonon combination modes present this destructive interference and thus have their intensities also enhanced for $E_F = 2E_c$.\cite{28,29}

**The case of the D mode**

Because the D mode is usually used to determine the defect concentration by measuring the $I_D/I_G$ ratio,\cite{38,39} it is important to understand how this ratio depends on doping. It has been demonstrated by Liu et al.\cite{40} that the characteristics of the D mode peak strongly depends on carrier density: (1) its wavenumber increases for hole doping and decreases for electron doping, (2) its linewidth broadens as the electron doping increases and sharpens as the hole doping increases, (3) its intensity is strongly enhanced when the energy of the intermediate state $E_F = E_L - h\omega/2$ because of quantum interferences between the different Raman pathways and (4) its Raman intensity is higher for electron doping than for hole doping because of a stronger electron–phonon coupling for electron doping. The strong dependency of the D band and the G band with carrier density has to be considered when the ratio is used to characterize the quantity of defects in graphene samples. In a later work, Bruna et al. describe the dependency of the $I_D/I_G$ ratio with the charge carrier density and present a general relation between D peak intensity and defect density, valid for any doping level.\cite{35}

To summarize, we show that it is possible to gain insights on the doping level of a graphene sample by measuring its Raman spectrum. We note that, in the case of nanotubes, a lively discussion has been questioning for a decade the excitonic versus electronic origin of the coupling to phonons. Of course, in the case of nanotubes, the semiconductor nature of the tubes naturally raises the question. However, even if at first sight a zero-bandgap semiconductor such as graphene is not expected to show excitonic effects, it is interesting to consider this possibility over the whole Brillouin zone.

**Exciton–phonon effect on the Raman response of graphene**

The gapless electronic band structure of graphene does not straightforwardly point to strong excitonic effects with visible light, which is the usual range for Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 4). This general statement can be confirmed by studying the absorption (transmission) of a graphene flake. One can observe that the spectrum is relatively featureless in the visible range,\cite{42,43} especially for undoped graphene. Nevertheless, an excitonic feature can be seen in the near-ultraviolet range around 5 eV (Fig. 4).

It is related to transitions at the M point of the electronic band structure. The presence of this saddle point can have strong consequences on the Raman spectrum, especially on the second-order 2D mode. For excitation above the saddle point transition energy, that is 5 eV, some double-resonance processes are forbidden and the intensity of the peak is quenched, while the line shape is deeply changed.\cite{44–46} Interestingly, the energy position of the saddle point can be tuned in twisted bilayer graphene. It depends on the respective alignment of the two layers.\cite{47,48} The resonance energy can then be brought in the visible range for some twisting angles. For instance, with a laser excitation at 633 nm (1.96 eV), the resonance is obtained for a misalignment of about 10°.\cite{49} The intensity of the G peak is strongly enhanced when the resonance condition is met (Fig. 5).

This section shows the importance of electron–phonon coupling in low-dimensional sp$^2$ systems. The huge sensitivity to the environment thanks to electron–phonon coupling can be used for the detection of molecules or adsorbents for example (see the review paper of Kalbac and co-workers in this special issue). Moreover, any perturbation of the electronic structure of graphene translates in its optical phonons because phonons and electrons in such a low-dimensional material interact strongly. Finally, it is important to underline that a similar doping effect on the optical phonons and on photoluminescence has been reported recently on transition metal dichalcogenides,\cite{50–53} indicating a more universal behavior of all the 2D materials.
In the following section, we will describe how a mechanical effect, namely, a stress, can also modify the Raman fingerprint of graphene by deforming the atomic bonds or by changing the resonant Raman condition, which are directly linked to its electronic structure.

**Effect of mechanical stress on the Raman response of graphene**

The mechanical properties of a crystal are linked to the strength and stiffness of its interatomic bonds. Because graphene is an sp² carbon system, interatomic bonds are strong and stiff, endowing graphene with the highest in-plane Young's modulus found in material science. Its atomic structure combined with long-range π-conjugation gives not only superior mechanical properties but also non-common vibrational ones. Because bond length changes under deformation, the effective spring constant between the atoms hardens under compression and softens under tension, inducing at least a wavenumber shift of its optical phonons. Thus, by measuring the optical phonon modification under stress, one can access mechanical properties.

Three types of studies are present in the literature; the first one consists of applying a uniaxial stress on a polymer where the graphene is deposited as depicted on Fig. 6. The second one consists in applying biaxial stress by using a membrane of suspended graphene (Fig. 6b). A third kind of studies address the role of heteroepitaxial stress, between graphene and its substrate. In this section, we will mainly focus on the first two types of studies.

**The case of uniaxial stress**

In most cases, in order to ensure the controllability and the reproducibility of uniaxial stress experiments, the graphene monolayer is deposited on flexible substrates (mostly polymers), and the stress is applied on two-point or four-point bending experiments (Fig. 6). Typically, the size of the graphene layer is orders of magnitude smaller than the substrate length. Cycles of loading and unloading are performed in order to check for reproducibility. The measurement of the G and 2D modes by Raman spectroscopy is then realized for each cycle. Experimentally (Table 1), the G mode dependency shows the same trend for all substrates because the deformation always changes the force constant between the atoms and thus the wavenumber of the Raman modes. Some early works on diamond and silicon show a similar behavior. A possible origin of the observed variability is slipping of graphene onto the soft substrate, which is expected to mainly occur at high stress values (e.g. high values of the soft substrate deformation). In the presence of uniaxial stress, the dynamic equation for a phonon mode is
the works of Huang et al.[54] Copyright 2009 American Physical Society. (b) Blisters as a method to access biaxial strain on graphene (illustration of the method used by Zabel et al.[55]).

Figure 6. Applying stress on graphene. (a) Two-point and four-point bending methods to apply uniaxial stress on graphene. Reprinted with permission from Mohiuddin et al.[54] Copyright 2009 American Physical Society. (b) Blisters as a method to access biaxial strain on graphene (illustration of the method used by Zabel et al.[55]).

Table 1. Shift rates of G and 2D modes for uniaxial stress applied on different substrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graphene substrate</th>
<th>$\Delta \omega_G/\Delta \varepsilon$ (cm$^{-1}$/%)</th>
<th>$\Delta \omega_G/\Delta \varepsilon$ (cm$^{-1}$/%)</th>
<th>$\Delta \omega_{2D}/\Delta \varepsilon$ (cm$^{-1}$/%)</th>
<th>Strain details</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (nm)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>$-14.2$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$-27.8$</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\varepsilon &lt; 0.08$</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>No G splitting</td>
<td>Ni et al.[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>$-5.6$</td>
<td>$-12.5$</td>
<td>$-21$</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\varepsilon &lt; 0.35$</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>G splitting at 0%</td>
<td>Huang et al.[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>$-10.8$</td>
<td>$-31.7$</td>
<td>$-64$</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\varepsilon &lt; 1.3$</td>
<td>514.5</td>
<td>G splitting for $\varepsilon &gt; 0.1$</td>
<td>Mohiuddin et al.[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>$-17.5$</td>
<td>$-36$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\varepsilon &lt; 0.7$</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>G splitting for $\varepsilon &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>Frank et al.[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>$-14.5$</td>
<td>$-33.4$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\varepsilon &lt; 0.7$</td>
<td>514.5</td>
<td>G splitting for $\varepsilon &gt; 0.05$</td>
<td>Yoon et al.[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A, not applicable; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane; PET, polyethylene terephthalate; PMMA, poly(methyl methacrylate).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with $m$ the mass of ions, $u_{i \alpha|x,y}$ the movement of ions along the directions in space and $\omega^0$ the phonon mode wavenumber without stress ($\varepsilon = 0$). The second term describes the change induced by strain $\varepsilon$. $K_{\alpha\beta}$ is an element of the force constant tensor $K$. Solving Eqn 2 mainly consists of solving the secular equation leading to the values of $\nu$, roots of the dynamic equation (see for graphene the works of Huang et al.[54,55,59]). In the case of graphene, applying a uniaxial stress leads to two eigenmodes for the G band, called $v_{G^+}$ and $v_{G^-}$ and defined as

$$
\begin{align*}
\nu_{G^+} &= \nu^0 + \nu^- + \mathcal{A}^+ \varepsilon \\
\nu_{G^-} &= \nu^0 + \nu^- - \mathcal{A}^- \varepsilon 
\end{align*}
$$

with $\mathcal{A}^+$ and $\mathcal{A}^-$ two functions depending on the graphene Poisson coefficient (which is taken as the in-plane graphite one, about $\nu = 0.13$).[54] For uniaxial stress applied, a longitudinal strain $\varepsilon_L = \varepsilon$ occurs, but also another strain appears along the perpendicular direction $\varepsilon_T = -\nu \varepsilon$. These two terms form the hydrostatic strain $\varepsilon_H = \varepsilon_L + \nu \varepsilon_T$ and the shear strain $\varepsilon_S = \varepsilon_L - \nu \varepsilon_T$. The Grüneisen coefficient $\gamma$ and the shear coefficient $\beta$ for the doubly degenerate mode $E_{2g}$ (the G band) are related to these two types of strain induced by a uniaxial stress $\varepsilon$:

$$
\begin{align*}
\gamma &= -\frac{1}{\nu^0} \frac{\partial \nu^0}{\partial \varepsilon_L} \\
\beta &= -\frac{1}{\nu^0} \frac{\partial \nu^0}{\partial \varepsilon_T}
\end{align*}
$$

The overall dependency of the G mode wavenumber with strain has been experimentally demonstrated by several groups (Fig. 7). The G mode softens with strain and degeneracy is lifted at high strain values.

In Fig. 7, we can see that the expected linear dependency between the G mode wavenumber and the strain occurs only for

Figure 7. Softening and splitting of the G mode in graphene upon uniaxial stress. Data adapted from several works.[24,54,55,59,62]
longitudinal strain below <0.1%.\cite{54,55,59} Because the G mode is a doubly degenerate phonon mode [TO and longitudinal optical (LO)] with $E_{2g}$ symmetry, for longitudinal strain > 0.1%, this symmetry is broken and the two phonons (TO and LO) coexist and follow their own strain dependency.\cite{54,55,61,63} Regarding the 2D mode, the situation is more complex because this mode comes from a second-order double-resonance process and involves two zone boundary phonons. Because of its origin, the 2D mode is dispersive in nature and presents a strong laser energy dependency of about 100 cm$^{-1}$/eV. Nevertheless, the first Raman studies on the effect of uniaxial strain on the 2D mode show a linear dependency with a slope varying from $-21$ to $-64$ cm$^{-1}$/% of strain depending on the laser excitation energy (Table 1). The discrepancy between these values is too important to be explained only by the 2D mode dispersion. This discrepancy has been clarified using polarized Raman spectroscopy, which reveals the splitting of the 2D modes under uniaxial strain.\cite{61} This study has been followed by others where the splitting was confirmed and reveals the nature of the Raman process involved on the 2D mode components (Table 2).\cite{61,63} Moreover, the slope of the 2D mode dependency with strain is two to three times more important than that of the G band in graphene. As for the G band, the shift in wavenumber is due to bond deformation. In addition to that, the double-resonance Raman process of the 2D mode is highly sensitive to any slight distortion of the Brillouin zone, which strongly modifies the double-resonance conditions and thus enhances the strain effect on the 2D mode. More precisely, under uniaxial stress, the Brillouin zone is distorted and the distance between K and K’ changes.\cite{64–66} Because the 2D Raman process is an inter-valley process, this distance modification induces a higher sensitivity of this mode to uniaxial strain than in the case of the G mode.\cite{54} The same effect should be observed for all defect-assisted modes.

However, the adhesion of graphene on its substrate is indeed known to vary depending on the substrate, and possibly as well depending on how intimate is the contact between the two materials, which may vary depending on the details of the preparation. For instance, adhesion energies on the order of a few 100 mJ/m$^2$ have been reported on copper\cite{67,68} and SiO$_2$\cite{69} of a few 10 mJ/m$^2$ on cobalt\cite{70} and polydimethylsiloxane\cite{71} and as low as a few 0.01 mJ/m$^2$ on polyethylene terephthalate.\cite{72} In the latter case, graphene being a deformable membrane, it actually was argued to buck under stress, as can be expected.\cite{73} From this, we conclude that the experimental reports of values of Raman shift variations with respect to unit strain are possibly in some cases underestimated, owing to slippage or buckling of graphene under interfacial stress, hence effectively more limited stretching/compression of the carbon bonds than intended was applied.\cite{74}

The consequences of uniaxial stress on the Raman spectra of graphene are important and can be listed as follows:

- The presence of uniaxial stress in graphene breaks the symmetry and lifts the degeneracy of the G band (cf. Fig. 7), resulting in two modes $G^+$ and $G^-$. The wavenumber difference between these two modes depends on the strain value.

- The displacements associated to $G^+$ and $G^−$ modes are orthogonal: $u_G^+$ is perpendicular to the direction of the applied stress, while $u_G^−$ is parallel to the stress axis. This property is responsible for a faster decrease of the $G^+$ mode wavenumber compared to the $G^−$ mode under strain. The extreme case is that of the carbon nanotube where the curvature lifts the degeneracy of the two modes LO and TO (usually named $G^+$ and $G^−$).\cite{75}

- A direct consequence of the orthogonality of the two G modes is that they are sensitive to the polarization of light in an opposite manner, as shown in particular in the work of Huang et al.\cite{59} or Mohiuddin et al.\cite{63} Thus, a polarized Raman measurement will select separately the contribution of these two modes and can allow to determine the crystalline orientation of graphene by tuning the in-plane polarization of the incident light.

- The compression and the tensile strain do not have a symmetrical effect on the mode wavenumbers. The wavenumbers of the $G^+$ and $G^−$ bands decrease when graphene is elongated and increase in compression.

- The 2D mode dependency with strain is two to three times more important than for the G band in graphene because of its high sensitivity to any slight variation of its double-resonance conditions.

Moreover, from the elasticity tensor relating the strain tensor to the stress tensor (Hooke’s law), the in-plane Young modulus can be derived. For example, in the case of uniaxial strain on graphene, the diagonal elements of the elasticity tensor correspond to the Young modulus of graphene, and it was then estimated to be $E_{\text{graphene}} \in [1.0; 2.4]$ TPa\cite{76,77} which is of the same order of magnitude as other graphitic systems like carbon nanotubes $E_{\text{nanotube}} \sim 1.25$ TPa\cite{78} or graphite $E_{\text{HOPG}} \sim 1.02$ TPa (in plane).\cite{79} It is also possible to extract the Grüneisen parameter.\cite{54,55,62,63,80} Such a high value is reminiscent of the high in-plane strength of the sigma bonds. However, it is also extracted from a bulk model in which the exact thickness of a monolayer graphene membrane is approximated to the graphite interlayer. Moreover, built-in strain is usually very high in fabricated membranes and drives the system out of the linear stress–strain response giving access to the elastic modulus. Furthermore, graphene naturally exhibits ripples.\cite{81} Upon external stress, two mechanical processes are hence expected. The first one corresponds to the flattening of the graphene ripples; the second one corresponds to the

<p>| Table 2. | Shift rates of 2D$^+$ and 2D$^-^/$ components of the 2D band with uniaxial stress |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graphene orientation/strain direction</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>$\Delta\omega_{2D^+}/\beta E$ (cm$^{-1}$/%)</th>
<th>$\Delta\omega_{2D^-}/\beta E$ (cm$^{-1}$/%)</th>
<th>Strain interval</th>
<th>Light polarization (P)</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (nm)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zigzag</td>
<td>PDMS</td>
<td>$-16.3$</td>
<td>$-29.7$</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\in [0; 3.2%]$</td>
<td>$\parallel E$</td>
<td>$532$</td>
<td>Huang et al.\cite{63}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigzag</td>
<td>Acrylic</td>
<td>$-20.7$</td>
<td>$-30.5$</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\in [0; 3.8%]$</td>
<td>$\parallel E$</td>
<td>$532$</td>
<td>Huang et al.\cite{63}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigzag</td>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>$-23.6 \pm 3.6$</td>
<td>$-46.8 \pm 2.1$</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\in [0.2%; 0.6%]$</td>
<td>$\parallel E$</td>
<td>$785$</td>
<td>Frank et al.\cite{62}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armchair</td>
<td>Acrylic</td>
<td>$-44.1$</td>
<td>$-63.1$</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\in [0; 4%]$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$514.5$</td>
<td>Yoon et al.\cite{61}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigzag</td>
<td>Acrylic</td>
<td>$-26$</td>
<td>$-67.8$</td>
<td>Uniaxial $\in [0; 4%]$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$514.5$</td>
<td>Yoon et al.\cite{61}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A, not applicable; PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane; PMMA, poly(methyl methacrylate).
extension of the carbon–carbon bonds, which is detected in Raman spectroscopy and related to the position of the G and 2D modes. Nicholl et al. showed that, indeed, the former process contributes significantly to the apparent stiffness of the material and should be carefully considered to reliably assess actual stiffness and hence Young’s modulus.\textsuperscript{[82]}

### The case of biaxial stress

Because graphene prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on large surfaces is considered to be used as screens, coatings or filters, understanding biaxial deformation is particularly relevant for graphene membranes at all scales. Actually, for these applications, understanding graphene mechanical behavior under a biaxial deformation is mandatory. Moreover, from a fundamental point of view, uniaxial strain modifies the electronic structure of graphene. Because biaxial strain is often relevant to describe the substrate–graphene interaction, the study of biaxial strain effects on the graphene optical phonons is important. In Table 3, a summary of studies on biaxial stress shows that the G mode and 2D modes compared to graphene prepared by mechanical growth (Kalita et al.,\textsuperscript{[108]} Bronsgeest et al.,\textsuperscript{[70]} Vo-Van et al.,\textsuperscript{[147]} and Wang et al. for SiC\textsuperscript{[148]}\textsuperscript{1} or after transfer\textsuperscript{[77,103,148–152]}

![Figure 8. Wavenumber and full width at half maximum of the G mode of graphene deposited on different substrates obtained either by direct growth (Kalita et al.,\textsuperscript{[108]} Bronsgeest et al.,\textsuperscript{[70]} Vo-Van et al.,\textsuperscript{[147]} and Wang et al. for SiC\textsuperscript{[148]}\textsuperscript{1} or after transfer\textsuperscript{[77,103,148–152]}](image)

coefficients of copper and graphene. This thermally induced compressive strain was determined to take values of a few percent\textsuperscript{[58,88]}\textsuperscript{1} and can be partially relaxed by wrinkle formation. On the other hand, the transferred graphene (because of the very low bending rigidity of graphene) conforms to surface corrugations of the receiving substrate, which can lead to high local strain values on lateral length scales down to a few nanometers\textsuperscript{[89,90]}\textsuperscript{1}

The case of metal surfaces is of particular interest because their crystallinity tends to favor well-defined graphene support contacts, which are sources of interfacial stress. Such stress is in particular expected when the metal is used as a catalyst and substrate for graphene growth, for instance, by CVD.

Nevertheless, the electronic interaction between graphene and the metal, even when it is limited, may completely prevent the observation of the Raman modes. A suppression of the Kohn anomaly, in the case of metal surfaces having a similar symmetry to that of graphene, has for instance been invoked to explain the absence of an observable Raman signature for Ni(111), Rui(0001) and Ir(111) substrates\textsuperscript{[91–94]}\textsuperscript{1}. The characteristic G and 2D modes are restored in case of an oxygen layer intercalated between graphene and the metal substrate.\textsuperscript{[95–97]}

Graphene prepared on a metal usually exhibits signatures of compressive strain, in the form of a stiffening of the G and 2D modes compared to graphene prepared by mechanical

### The effect of interaction with the substrate: strain or doping effect

On a substrate, not only interfacial stress effects are experienced by graphene, but also charge transfers. Figure 8 shows the dependency of the G mode and its width on the substrate nature. The wavenumber, the width and the intensities of the G mode are strongly different from one substrate to another.

Indeed, strain in CVD or epitaxial graphene is a natural consequence of the growth conditions, thermal expansion differences and interaction between the graphene and the substrate. Moreover, this strain is not automatically released upon transferring graphene to a new substrate as shown in Fig. 8. In the case of CVD graphene grown on copper, the graphene generally exhibits compressive strain owing to the mismatch of thermal expansion

### Table 3. Shift rates of G and 2D modes and their Grüneisen parameters with biaxial strain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graphene type</th>
<th>$\frac{\partial \omega_G}{\partial \epsilon_{//}}$ (cm$^{-1}$/%)</th>
<th>$\frac{\partial \omega_{2D}}{\partial \epsilon_{//}}$ (cm$^{-1}$/%)</th>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\gamma_G$</th>
<th>$\gamma_{2D}$</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shallow depressions</td>
<td>$-77 \pm 7$</td>
<td>$-203 \pm 20$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{//} \equiv \epsilon_{//} \leq 0.07%$</td>
<td>632.8</td>
<td>2.4±0.2</td>
<td>3.8±0.3</td>
<td>Metzger et al.\textsuperscript{[83]}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMN PT piezoelectric</td>
<td>$-57$</td>
<td>$-160.3$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{//} \in [-0.15,0.10%]$</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Ding et al.\textsuperscript{[84]}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubbles</td>
<td>$-57$</td>
<td>$-140$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{//} \in [0,2 \text{ bar}]$</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>1.8±10%</td>
<td>2.6±5%</td>
<td>Zabel et al.\textsuperscript{[85]}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubbles</td>
<td>$-70$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{//} \in [0.07,0.19%]$</td>
<td>514.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Lee et al.\textsuperscript{[86]}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruciform polymer substrates</td>
<td>$-62 \pm 5$</td>
<td>$-148 \pm 6$</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{//} \in [0,0.3%]$</td>
<td>514.5</td>
<td>1.97±0.15</td>
<td>2.86±0.12</td>
<td>Androulidakis et al.\textsuperscript{[80]}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anvil diamond cell</td>
<td>$-57.3 \pm 0.2$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{//} \in [-1.5,0%]$</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Bousige et al.\textsuperscript{[87]}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/A, not applicable.
exfoliation.\textsuperscript{[98]} This stiffening was found to be stronger when the temperature used to grow graphene is higher, which points to the mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficient of graphene and the metal, yielding a thermal stress building up between the growth temperature and room temperature. Metal surfaces with symmetry different from that of graphene, for example, a (100) surface of a face-centered cubic metal like copper, were reported to induce an anisotropic strain in graphene, visible as larger 2D Raman features.\textsuperscript{[99]}

The thermal stress on metal surfaces yields nonuniform strain fields in graphene on metals, owing to the presence of surface features that break the symmetry of graphene. Such features are for instance graphene edges or the natural delimitation of graphene, in the form of wrinkles, which release part of the thermal stress. Bronsgeest \textit{et al.} found that wrinkles and graphene edges impose distinct boundary conditions for graphene, a free-to-slide and a pinned configuration, respectively.\textsuperscript{[100]} A uniaxial strain field results in typically 10\% strain variations across microns, which is detected by spatially resolving the position of the G and 2D modes (and discriminating electron doping effects).

We can also monitor the strain by controlling the substrate geometry and thus the graphene properties, which is crucial for applications. For this purpose, some groups try to suspend graphene over a large area of nano-pillars and to accordingly control ripple formation by changing the periodicity of the pillar array. Devices with novel functionalities emerging from the spatial periodicity of the stress have been conceived.\textsuperscript{[101–103]} More specifically, Reserbat-Plantey \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[103]} have shown that Raman spectroscopy is an ideal tool to characterize stress-engineered graphene: One can describe the wrinkle induced by the pillars and their symmetry but also the stress domains that correspond to regions of parallel ripples. Because the observed strain is uniaxial, by measuring the G mode and 2D mode wavenumbers, one can access the magnitude of stress at a ripple that is about 1 GPa (\(\varepsilon \sim 0.1\%\)) (Fig. 9).

Finally, if the lattice parameter of the pillar array is reduced, graphene may be fully suspended. This argument also applies to a random network of pillars, suggesting a possible suspension of graphene for a less dense network. Using a corrugated substrate, we can engineer the strain in graphene, which is a key to modulate its electronic and magnetic properties.\textsuperscript{[104,105]} Nevertheless, the question of the strain amplitude and field on a freely suspended graphene also has to be discussed.

However, strain is not the only parameter that can explain the variability of the Raman spectra of graphene with substrate nature. In fact, as described in early works on graphene on SiO\(_2\), the substrate can transfer charges to graphene. As we have seen in the previous section, because of a strong electron–phonon coupling in graphene, charge transfer (or doping) can also significantly influence the optical phonons that are probed by Raman spectroscopy. Moreover, Tiberj \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[106]} show that the charge carrier density in graphene on SiO\(_2\) can be tuned from hole to electron doping just by tuning the laser excitation power and consequently modifying the wavenumbers and the width of the G band. Thus, in order to fully describe the influence of the substrate on the Raman spectrum of graphene, we need to disentangle strain and doping effect in the Raman response of graphene, whatever the substrate nature.

### Deconvolution of mechanical strain and charge doping by Raman spectroscopy

The deconvolution of strain and doping has been pointed out by the work of Lee \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{[77]} They show a correlation between the Raman shifts of the G and 2D modes that allows us to disentangle strain and doping. The behavior of the G and 2D Raman
Deconvolution of doping and strain by correlation analysis

The work of Das et al. indicates an average ratio of 2D to G mode shifts of \((\Delta \omega_{2D}/\Delta \omega_G)_{\text{hole}} = 0.7\) for hole doping up to a charge density of \(2 \cdot 10^{13}\) \(\text{cm}^{-2}\). In case of electron doping, the ratio shows slightly lower values in the literature. In contrast, under biaxial mechanical strain, Ding et al. measure a G-to-2D shift ratio at about \((\Delta \omega_{2D}/\Delta \omega_G)_{\text{basal}} = 2.8\) for both tensile and compressive strains. From one set of G and 2D mode positions \((\omega_{G0}, \omega_{2D0})\), one can define a vector \(\mathbf{x}\) with the origin \((\omega_{G0}, \omega_{2D0})\) as sketched in Fig. 10. This origin is chosen as the undoped and unstrained graphene point.

In order to extract the strain and doping, the vector \(\mathbf{x}\) is projected onto the nonorthogonal basis \(\{\mathbf{e}_G, \mathbf{e}_p\}\) defining the lines along which pure strain and pure doping occur respectively. This can be achieved by a simple coordinate transformation as follows. The strain and doping vectors are known in terms of their components \(e_x\) and \(n_x\), which define the components \(e_G\) and \(e_p\) of vector \(\mathbf{x}\) in terms of strain and doping, respectively. The origin of the coordinate system, denoted \((\omega_{G0}, \omega_{2D0})\), is defined by the G and 2D mode wavenumbers for unstrained and undoped graphene. When moving along the strain line towards higher (lower) G and 2D wavenumbers, the compressive (tensile) strain increases.

By inverting Eqn (5), one can express the vectors along the measured G and 2D axes as a function of \(\mathbf{e}_G\) and \(\mathbf{e}_p\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{e}_G &= \frac{\Delta \omega_G}{\Delta \epsilon} = -57.3 \text{ cm}^{-1}/\% \\
\mathbf{e}_{2D} &= \frac{\Delta \omega_{2D}}{\Delta \epsilon} = -160.3 \text{ cm}^{-1}/\%
\end{align*}
\]

Using this approach allows us to extract strain and doping level\(^{77,100,103,107}\) This method shows its universal character for a low strain value (\(\epsilon < 1.1\%\)). However, in the case of metal substrate, the strain field can reach higher strain than in the Lee diagram hypothesis. Thus, for an applied stress that induces the splitting of the G and/or 2D modes, a better model is needed to be able to extract quantitatively the strain and the doping on the studied sample. Recently, Mueller et al. propose an experimental methodology to extract the hydrostatic strain and the shear strain by using the average positions of the G and 2D modes together with the splitting value of the two modes\(^{1109}\). However, in both methodologies (the Lee diagram and the Lee–Mueller diagram), we only have access to global strain and doping values within the sample. In the following section, a methodology is proposed to extract strain and doping maps in order to obtain insights on the spatial distribution on a given sample.

To suspend graphene, several methods can be employed, for example, mechanical exfoliation on preformed trenches\(^{85,110,112,113}\) or transfer of large-area graphene obtained by CVD on microstructured substrates\(^{83,103,114,115}\). In general, any preparation step altering the surface of graphene can be expected to modify the charge carrier density of graphene, in average or locally. Such effects are hence expected with resist-based wet transfer of CVD-produced graphene or when post-processing steps are needed, for instance, to design electrodes. It is noteworthy that the close-to-charge-neutrality state of graphene may be recovered by annealing graphene, for example, using the Joule effect\(^{1112}\). We also note that graphene prepared by CVD is expected to exhibit strain inhomogeneities, as we have already discussed, that are at least partly conserved during the transfer process. However, as mentioned previously, Raman spectroscopy allows us to access the amount of strain by using diagram proposed by Lee et al.\(^{77}\)

As an illustration, Fig. 11a shows such a diagram obtained for a given graphene membrane. More conventionally, according the
Figure 11. Strain and charge doping analysis with complementary atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Raman measurements. (a) Analysis of Raman G and 2D mode wavenumber correlation as a function of distance from the center of the membrane. The color of each dot indicates the distance of the probed spot from the center of the membrane. The color distribution gives a first hint about the spatial strain distribution in the membrane: The area close to the center (dark spots) nearly superimposes with the area far from the center (bright spots) where the graphene is supported by the substrate. (b, c) Strain and doping maps extracted from panel a. While the doping level is rather homogeneous over the whole measured region, the strain distribution displays local variations that can be understood in terms of the topography of the membrane. (d) AFM height images. Data extracted from Schwarz et al.[107]

G and 2D mode wavenumbers, we can observe an overall mode stiffening in the supported regions. However, the effect is more pronounced for the 2D mode, with shifts in the order of 3 to 7 cm⁻¹ reflecting its higher sensitivity to strain compared to the G mode (Tables 1 and 2). This result, in addition to the fact that data points in the diagram are aligned (Fig.11a), showing a pure strain line, confirms the existence of strain distribution even on the suspended graphene. Moreover, this observation implies a strain dispersion within the membrane but a constant low doping level, in agreement with previous studies.[85,110]

Moreover, by computing the G mode position vs 2D mode position diagram, we can generate spatial maps for the strain and for the doping distribution as shown Fig.11b,c. In order to extract the exact values of strain and doping, the origin for undoped and unstrained graphene in the diagram needs to be known. Most of the experimental studies in the literature use the origin provided by Lee, which is an extrapolation value.[77] For the work presented here, we define an origin experimentally thanks to a standard CVD graphene membrane and slightly lower in the suspended region (intersection of dashed lines in Fig. 12b). Thus, the origin coordinates (found by averaging over several spectra taken in different regions of a macroscopically suspended monolayer graphene sheet) are given by \( (\omega_{G0}, \omega_{2D0}) = (1582 \text{ cm}^{-1}, 2670 \text{ cm}^{-1}) \) (intersection of dashed lines in Fig. 12b). Thus, the extracted strain map shows a low compressive strain in the center region of about 0.04% to 0.03%, which is close to the slightly higher compressive strain in the supported region of about 0.05% to 0.06%. Interestingly, the strain becomes less compressive in general when approaching the membrane edge and even turns to tensile in the regions where the graphene deeply sinks into the hole (as visible in the atomic force microscopy toposcopy, Fig. 11d). These results imply that stress up to about 600 MPa is exerted on the graphene membrane at its circumference where it is attached to the substrate. This tensile stress at the edge counteracts the intrinsic compressive strain that remains after the CVD growth. A similar spatial strain distribution was observed by Reserbat-Plantey et al.[117] who found maximum strain at the clamping point of a multilayer graphene cantilever resonator. Regarding the doping map in Fig. 11c, the doping level is very low (about a few \( 10^{12} \text{ cm}^{-2} \)) throughout the whole graphene membrane and slightly lower in the suspended region as previously described by Berciaud et al.[110] However, a quantitative determination of the doping is difficult at such low doping levels, as the anomalous G mode softening occurring at \( q = 0 \) (as explained in the electron–phonon section) leads to a nonlinear relation between the G mode wavenumber and doping level.[86]

Finally, we want to discuss statistically the differences between suspended and supported graphene in order to test the validity of the fact that suspended graphene is less doped and strained compared to the supported one. As an illustration, Fig. 12a presents typical Raman spectra of a CVD graphene sample transferred onto a 500-nm-thick silica with pre-patterned holes taken in the suspended and supported regions. We notice that the G and 2D mode intensities differ for both cases owing to the optical cavity formed by graphene and the silicon substrate.[118] The absence
of a significant D peak demonstrates the high structural quality of the transferred CVD graphene (not shown). From the statistics obtained on the shown membrane (Fig. 12c–f), we find that the wavenumber of the G mode does not change noticeably when decoupled from the substrate. It takes an average value of 1583.7 cm\(^{-1}\) ± 1.3 cm\(^{-1}\) in both cases. On the contrary, the 2D mode down-shifts on average by 1 cm\(^{-1}\) from supported to suspended graphene. Moreover, the G (2D) mode width ranges from 16.5 cm\(^{-1}\) (29.7 cm\(^{-1}\)) in the supported region to 15.4 cm\(^{-1}\) (28.8 cm\(^{-1}\)) in suspended graphene. This implies a longer phonon lifetime in graphene decoupled from the substrate. Moreover, the larger 2D mode width observed in our samples is due to the variation of strain within the sub-micron, which influences the width of the Raman modes as described by Neumann et al.\(^{[119]}\) At least these statistics indicate that it is very difficult to generalize suspended graphene properties without knowing the residual doping and strain in each specific sample. In fact, obtaining suspended graphene samples with a high success rate is not an easy task; thus, most of the studies on suspended graphene present result on a single graphene sample. To our knowledge, even if most of the studies try to give an overview of the sample (as illustrated earlier), there is only few cases that compare a batch of several samples, allowing to reach statistically relevant conclusions regarding the doped and/or strained character of suspended graphene.

Figure 12b shows a statistical 2D mode position vs G mode position diagram collecting the data taken with eight different samples of CVD graphene (four suspended membrane over SiO\(_2\) and four others over a SiN substrate). This diagram shows that from sample to sample the strain and the doping levels change strongly. The membranes on SiO\(_2\) show only a strain effect with a very low amount of doping, whereas the membranes on SiN show a lower strain value but a higher doping effect. We also notice, in this diagram, that the Raman peak positions acquired on a given membrane are grouped in elongated clusters that are parallel to the vectors defining either pure doping or pure strain. The Raman results presented here hint to the fact that compressive strain is maintained at lower values up to 0.07% in the graphene membrane even after transfer onto another substrate. Although the difference between the suspended and supported regions is small in general, slightly higher mean values for both strain (−0.029 as compared to −0.023%) and doping (1.0 as compared to 0.7 10\(^{-12}\))
cm$^{-1}$) are found for the graphene in direct contact with the SiO$_2$ substrate (not shown). The fact that the suspended graphene is also doped can be explained by resist residues that remain on the surface during the transfer process, by doping from air exposure, or because of the way graphene adheres on the substrate on the sides of the hole. However, this diagram shows that, by using the same CVD graphene and the same transfer conditions, the properties of the suspended graphene depend on the substrate on which it is deposited. This methodology can be applied to graphene whether it is on a substrate or not. However, at larger amounts of strain as briefly discussed in the case of graphene on cobalt, the G mode and/or the 2D mode can split. In this specific case, the recent approach developed by Mueller et al.\textsuperscript{[109]} has to be applied. The role of strain can be crucial in modifying the graphene properties on purpose, but its characterization is also required as a starting point in order to use the mechanical properties of graphene in a device. In the next section, we show how to use this optical phonon dependency with strain and/or doping for applications.

### Application: optomechanics of graphene and molecular detection

As mentioned earlier, Raman spectroscopy is highly sensitive to strain and a valuable alternative to standard reflectometry characterizations of mechanical oscillators based on sp$^2$ carbon allotropes or other low-dimensional systems such as SiC nanowires, providing fine insights into local strains and the effect of mechanical resonances.\textsuperscript{[117]} At the nanometer scale, mechanical resonators offer new possibilities to study mechanics and develop new probes for condensed matter. Their resonance frequency is in the range of megahertz to gigahertz, and detecting mechanical resonances.\textsuperscript{[117]} At the nanometer scale, mechanical oscillators offer new possibilities to study mechanics and develop new probes for condensed matter. Their resonance frequency is in the range of megahertz to gigahertz, and their operation.

![Figure 13](image-url) Probing mechanical resonance and stress by Raman spectroscopy. (a) Raman spectra of the G peak of an electrostatically actuated multilayer graphene cantilever at the mechanical resonance frequency (red) and at a frequency 360 kHz lower than the resonance frequency (blue). (b) Amplitude of cantilever oscillations at 2$\nu$ (black line, left axis) and Raman shift (green symbols, right axis) versus drive frequency in vacuum.

Nevertheless, as previously described, its properties are strongly affected by strain. In the following example,\textsuperscript{[117]} by combining the optical interference with Raman scattering, we provide a local and nonperturbative measurement of motion and mechanical strain by interferometric detection and Raman spectroscopy. These systems are simply clamped and perfectly compatible with optical detection.

As can be seen in Fig. 13, the mechanical resonance can be detected using the G mode wavenumber dependency with the applied frequency. We can also convert this wavenumber shift into a strain value and thus extract the value of strain at a resonance that is about 1.6 GPa. This detection probe allows us to consider a new type of optomechanical coupling between acoustic and optical phonons. Actually, at resonance, the deformation amplitude is maximum, and from Hookes law, this corresponds also to maximum strain in the membrane. Again, as for the determination of strain in suspended graphene, different contributions can arise from the bond length and from ripples. However, their combined effects result in a maximum at resonance, which allows for mechanical mode detection, which is applicable to various kinds of membranes.
We also demonstrate that this Raman probe of mechanical resonance can be generalized as far as the probed material has an optical phonon sensitive to strain variations. Thus, we can locally probe the motion and the strain on the probed material just by Raman spectroscopy. Recently, the same Raman detection has been achieved for single-layer graphene (not shown). A recent work of Metten et al.\[137] uses the same optical interference approach to measure strain and doping induced by electrostatic gating, giving rise to the same conclusion on the possibility to drive electrostatically the graphene deflection and be able to measure the strain and the doping induced within the membrane. Moreover, theoretical works\[104,105] predict the possibility to tune the graphene properties by strain engineering as already mentioned, such as opening a band gap, but experimentally it is not realized yet, whereas in the case of MoS$_2$, the possibility to tune the optical band gap of MoS$_2$ by as much as 500 meV by applying very high biaxial strains has been recently demonstrated by Lloyd et al.\[138] This first result is very promising, and suggests to explore the possibilities offered various members in the already vast family of 2D materials.

The use of Raman spectroscopy to reveal graphite, nanotube and graphene properties has been a long-term scientific journey starting in the middle of the sixties\[139] and still going on up to now. The stability and availability of monolayer graphene open up to the large way to a panel of applications for which Raman spectroscopy is crucial to identify the structure, the doping and the strain level of graphene. As described in this review, the effects of perturbations on monolayer graphene are essential to understand and implement its properties; for example, strain engineering is a possible route towards inducing strong pseudo-magnetic fields.\[105,140–142] In fact, the same effects appear for different 2D materials. A support is required to handle them, and thus, the substrate interaction will play a major role by inducing either doping and/or strain as shown in this review. Actually, a similar doping effect on the optical phonons and the photoluminescence has been already reported on transition metal dichalcogenides.\[100–102] Of course, the Raman spectroscopy of the bulk of these 2D materials has been studied many years ago; however, their monolayer counterparts can present very different properties. For example, the MoS$_2$ monolayer has a direct band gap, whereas the bulk shows an indirect band gap opening the way to a large panel of applications like photodetectors\[143] and optoelectronics.\[144] This 2D material is now extensively studied by using Raman spectroscopy: Its structure (number of layers and defects) can be described by its optical phonons but also its mechanical properties because its optical phonons depend on the applied strain. Moreover, the combinations of 2D layers in three-dimensional stacks allows to design in purpose a given functionality.\[144,145] One could combine conductive, insulating, superconducting or photoactive layers up to three-dimensional crystals, the chosen functionality being intrinsic and inside such heterostructures. Thus, Raman spectroscopy will be a useful tool for probing the functionality and the properties of these heterostructures because their optical phonons are mostly sensitive to external perturbations. Beyond Raman spectroscopy, obtaining a full picture of 2D material properties will require different approaches: by combining Raman spectroscopy and other probes such as electronic transport or mechanical motion, a comprehensive understanding of the physical properties at this dimension can be reached.
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